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Overall take

● This is a super-interesting paper!

● Remarkable data – huge, comprehensive, interesting

● Really clear discussion of Chinese legal system (which I knew 0 about) & judges’ careers

● I really like the way the paper takes seriously economic theories & their connection to law

● Now let me get to some details



Observation 1: Incredible Data!

● Amazingly large data set: ~universe of judgments

● Size makes it possible to identify off teeny set of 
lawyers

● Side note: US has nothing like this—I’m teaching a 
course this semester about limited nature of public 
access in US



Conceptual Issues



Big picture issue: Settlement

● A key problem in using judgment data to learn about legal system is settlement

● If cases can settle, then set of cases that litigate to judgment is selected

○ Famous paper by Priest & Klein – 1984 Journal of Legal Studies

○ More recent work, including my own (Gelbach – 2018 Journal of Law & Economics)

● Today’s paper doesn’t say anything about settlement

○ Does it happen at all?

○ If so, are we seeing only non-settled cases? 

○ That could be a real challenge: which cases are tried is unlikely to be accidental.



Details: How Well Does the Model Match the Data?

● In the model, judgments are binary

○ Plaintiff wins or defendant wins

○ No middle ground

● But the data seem to be defined in a continuous way

○ Party win share is opponent’s share of court cost divided by total court cost

○ Does this mismatch matter? 



Which facts matter?

● Facts can be observed and unobserved

○ Part of what makes paper convincing is case groups – conditioning on facts of 
disputes

○ For example, monetary size of the loan, interest rate, duration of repayment

○ Does conditioning on such details render cases “identical from a legal perspective”?

○ If so why are there disputes, and lawsuits? 
■ Presumably there are other, unobserved facts? 

■ What about question of whether a contract was signed, or whether payment was made?

■ So, there remain unobservables – hope is that they aren’t somehow correlated with RD 
variation



What kind of information do good lawyers provide?

● The paper’s third motivation presumes that the information lawyers provide is good

● But what if that’s wrong sometimes? 

○ Good lawyers might be good partly because they use evidence rules well

○ And evidence rules (at least in the US) are about excluding relevant evidence 

○ Etc.

● Conceptually, this suggests that dispersion isn’t the only social “bad”: sometimes bad 
information is the result of good lawyers



Empirical 
Comments



More sample information would be good

● The paper is very early-stage, but need more info on how full set of cases gets whittled down

○ For example, to avoid bad matches, only lawyers with very unusual last names 
used

○ Does this matter? How might we tell?

○ Also, only sales and loan contract cases involved (crim in apx); what share are 
these?

○ And of course, the settlement question



Some interesting issues in results

1. Different effects 
(but maybe not?)

2. Different N

 Different Cases



Know-How….

Why not use one 
specification?



Summary



Really interesting paper!

● It needs a bit of polishing empirically

● Issue of settlement is my only really substantive concern

● But leaving that issue aside, the paper is a really nice blend of theory and empirics
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